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combined with the design and the possibility to choose 
innovative materials, transform the manual shoppers 
into a refined and exclusive product. The great atten-
tion to the details, the accuracy of the finished and the 
possibility of combining materials, shapes and colors 
among them, differentiate the hand- made shoppers of                      
                       from those realized on an industrial scala. 

Packaging plays a fundamental role for companies that 
want to improve the visibility and notoriety of their brand.
In particular the shoppers of                      are hand-
made and, as such, offer to the companies the 
opportunity to communicate their image with origi-
nality and creativity.
The characteristics of craftmanship of the product, 

The personalization is performed
by off-set printing which is characterized by
the extreme definition and high resolution,

which is useful to create an exclusive product.

Among the available nobilitations, 
useful to create an exclusive product are 
the lamination both gloss or mat.

Graphic service for layout 
and editing of your projects.

Hot stamping and relief to ennoble fine papers.
The technicians of        

provide their expertise to advise customers in 
the choice of materials and production

techniques, to realize an idea of packaging.

TECHNOLOGIES

HANDMADE SHOPPERS

  



Forms and colors come to life after the production process.

Kraft and coated papers starting from 170 gr. till 230 gr.

Gloss, mat and metallized laminations with UV print and serigraphy.

Cotton and PP-ropes, double satin ribbons or gros-grain, eyelets and other types of handles.

combined with the design and the possibility to choose 
innovative materials, transform the manual shoppers 
into a refined and exclusive product. The great atten-
tion to the details, the accuracy of the finished and the 
possibility of combining materials, shapes and colors 
among them, differentiate the hand- made shoppers of                      
                       from those realized on an industrial scala. 



Personalization starting from 300 pcs.

Flexo print on flat or twisted handle shoppers.

Hot foil print on hand-made shopper prestige. Hot foil print on gift boxes.

Request our catalog of generic items to repersonalize 
with flexographic, hot foil  print or serigraphy.

The need for the market and the continuous demand 
has developed a service that               performs 
to satisfy its customers in the production of small quanti-
ties for every need.

PRINTING FOR SMALL QUANTITIES



Production and personalization of mechanized paper bags, from the most economical bag with flat handle 
to the more elegant one with twisted handle, flexographic printing up to 6 colors.
80 gr. Kraft papers up to 130 gr., varnishes and plastifications for the ennobling of the product. 
Possibility of colored handles of your choice.

MECHANIZED SHOPPER

Flat handle   

Size
(cm)

Pc. 
carton

18x7x24h 250

24x10x31h 250

27x11x36h 250

36x12x41h 200

46x16x49h 150

54x15x49h 150

Twisted handle

Size
(cm)

Pc. 
carton

18x8x22h 500

22x10x30h 300

26x14x40h 250

32x16x45h 250

45x15x49h 200

Flat handle

Twisted handle



Tissue papers, food papers, garlic 
skin, Kraft, politenate from 40 gr. up to 110 gr.
Flexo print till 4 colors.

Gift papers, lithographic print till 6 colors on coated 
paper and Kraft from 60 gr. up to 130 gr.

Possibility of gloss or mat lamination.

PACKING PAPERS

PERSONALIZED LABELS

Production and print of labels, 
with one or more colors,
on white paper, transparent 
or colored PVC, gold or silver paper.
Supplied in reel
ASK FOR AVAILABLE SIZE.



Print of personalized ribbons in polypropylene,
double satin and gros grain.
Hotfoil print and relief serigraphy.
Standard sizes from 3 mm till 60 mm.
Starting from 500 mt.  

Double satin
ribbons

Metallized and matted polypropylene ribbons.

Gros grain with laminated edges.

PERSONALIZED RIBBONS
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